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"I wished for the pencil of Salvator Rosa":
The Artistic Legacy of Lewis and Clark

J O N I L. K I N S E Y

For all the uniqueness ofthe Corps of Discovery in American history,
the expedition is also remarkable for what it was not. It was not illustrated. No artists were included to make pictures, and with the exception of a smattering of relatively amateurish drawings within Lewis
and Clark's journals, no images were brought back from the historic
journey. In retrospect, this lack is especially surprising since Thomas
Jefferson, the overseer of the enterprise, had an extraordinary aesthetic sensibility and a long history of associating with artists and
things visual. He had also written in his instructions to Lewis a wish
list of virtually everything the expedition would encounter.' That he
did not think to ask for pictures or provide the means for obtaining
them is both astounding and, of course, regrettable, not only for us today as we wish for a more comprehensive view ofthat path-breaking
enterprise, but also for the travelers themselves as they earnestly
sought to convey to their president every aspect ofthe wondrous country that had so recently become their own.
Even without a draftsman, however, the Lewis and Clark Expedition
had a significant artistic dimension that found expression in a variety

I. For more on JefFerson's artistic inclinations, see Harold E. Dickson, "'Th.J.' Art Collector," in Je^rson and the Ans: An Extended View. ed. William Howard Adams (Washington,
D.C: National Gallery of Art, 1976), pp. 105-32. See also William Howard Adams, ed.. The
Eye of Thomas Jefferson (Washington, D.C.: National Gallery of Art, 1976). Jefferson's instructions to Lewis, dated 20 (une 1803, are reprinted in Letters ofthe Lewis and Clark Expedition with Related Documerits. 17ÜJ-ÍS54, ed. Donald Jackson, 2d ed., 2 vois. (Urbana: University of Illinois, 1978), 1:61.
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of ways. First are the journals themselves, which, sprinkled with occasional drawings and graced with written visual references, are at once
tantalizing in their allusions and frustrating for their brevity. These
passages demonstrate the incomparable deficiency that an artist could
have alleviated, and, at the same time, they reveal the writers', especially Lewis's, sensitivity to aesthetic conventions that clearly dictated
relationships to sights and scenes the party encountered.
Second is the intriguing confluence of visual culture that congregated around the expedition. Specifically, Jefferson's own artistic sensibility and his and Lewis's interactions with artists—men such as
Charles Willson Peale and his sons, the portraitist Charles de SaintMémin, and others—fostered a notable aesthetic context for the expedition and its publications. Although these individuals had varying degrees of involvement, they nevertheless participated in the conception,
production, and dissemination of the visual record of the Corps of Discovery. Their relationships to the project offer important insights into
the aesthetic culture that influenced its success, however subtly.
Third, of course, is the visual record itself—the illustrations that accompanied the published journals and histories, the drawings made
from the artifacts the party sent or brought back east, and the several
portraits of the expedition leaders. Although made by artists who did
not accompany the explorers, these works nevertheless add substantially to art history as they graphically convey experiences, objects, and
people from the adventure and contribute to the discourse about its
achievements and encounters.
Andfinally,there is the long-term legacy, the subsequent and varied
history of western art that ultimately rested on the shoulders, in one
way or another, of the Corps of Discovery. This vast legacy largely lies
beyond the scope of this study. Most directly related, as many have
noted, are the private artistic excursions of George Catlin (1796-1872)
and Karl Bodmer (1809-1893), who almost literally followed in the expedition's footsteps in the 1830s, at least as far as the upper Missouri
River. No less important are the many federal surveys of the West after
1806 that did include artistic documentation, a dear acknowledgement by the United States government that visual imagery was a necessary adjunct to the written accounts, scientific data, and material ar-
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tifacts of exploration that were and are so vital to our conception of the
West. The expedition has its progeny in everything from numismatics
and popular culture {the recent issuance of the Sacagawea dollar is
one example) to high art (including the several public sculptures of
Lewis and Clark, Sacagawea, and other members of the party, not to
mention the countless painted representations of the expedition and
its members). For an event conspicuous for its visual deficiency, the
Lewis and Clark Expedition's artistic impact has been broad and remarkably sustained.
Although the journals the men kept during their two-year journey
are most often preoccupied with daily events—miles covered, natives
encountered, sustenance acquired, and obstacles overcome—they do
contain a number of drawings that reveal an awareness of the ability
of images to convey an object graphically and immediately. Most of
these drawings are quite small and relatively cryptic, depicting everything from birds and plants to American Indian adornments, and
they are imbedded in the texts that describe the objects. The fish that
Lewis and Clark each included in their 1806 journals from Fort Clatsop (Figure i) are perhaps the most striking of these images, both for
their size and relative accomplishment. The drawings display an effori at shading through delicate cross-hatching and a strong linearity
overall.^ They are also remarkably ariful in their diagonal placement
within the text, although the placement more likely reflects a frugal
use of paper than any conscious aesthetic intent. Most importantly,
whether large or small, dramatic or not, the journal drawings make
dear that both leaders recognized the value of visual imagery to a distant reader or viewer. Charming as they occasionally are, however,
these drawings are limited in number, subject matter, and descriptiveness, and they are hardly a satisfying substitute for the work of a
professional draftsman.
The great contribution of the journals, of course, lies not in their images but rather in their copious text. Correspondingly, most of the ex2. Lewis's drawing appears in Figure i. To compare it with Clark's similar drawing of 25
February 1806, see Gary E. Mouhon and Thomas W. Dunlay, eds., The Journals of the Lewis
and Clark Expedition. Vol. 6: November 2, lSo^-March 22, 1806 (Lincoln: University of Ne-

braska Press, 1990), p. J50.
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Figure 1. Meriwether Lewis, Eulachon. i8o6, Codex J—Lewis Journal, p. 93,
American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia
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pedition's references to aesthetics appear in the written commentary,
especially in the descriptions of landscape that are scattered throughout. Even prosaic accounts of the party's movements, for example, contain frequent references to "prospects," elevated vantage points from
which the leaders surveyed the scenery, took measurements, and developed ideas about the terrain and its potential.' As Lewis wrote:
after going to Several Small Mounds in a leavel plain, I assended a hill on
the Lower Side, on this hill Several artificial Mounds were raised, from the
top of the highest of those Mounds I had an extensive view of the Serounding Plains, which afforded one of the most pleasing prospect I ever beheld,
under me a ButifuU River of Clear Water of about 80 yards wide Meandering thro: a leavel and extensive meadow, as far as I could See, the prospect
very much enlivened by the fiew Trees & Srubs which is bordering the
bank of the river.4
The term prospect had a long history in art and aesthetics, and the
captains' use of it in the journals indicates at least a passing familiarity with its many implications. In the most basic definition, a prospect
referred to a position from which a view could be obtained, as well as
the scene visible from that spot. It also referred to the depiction of
such a scene {a painting, for example) or even to estate portraits or
bird's-eye views of property, which became fashionable in both Europe and America in the late eighteenth century.^ Implicit in all these
applications is the omnipotent position of the viewer as purveyor of

3. Such references also appear occasionally in Patrick Gass's journal. On 15 October 1805,
for example, he remarks on the Snake River just before it empties into the Columbia: "This
river in general is very handsome, except at the rapids, . . . ¡which], when the bare view of
prospect is considered distinct from the advantages of navigation, may add to its beauty, by
interposing variety and scenes of romantick grandeur where there is so much uniformity in
the appearance of the country" (Gass, Ajournai of the Voyages and Travels of a Corps of Discovery . . . during the Years 1804, 1S05, and ¡806 [1807; reprint ed., Minneapolis: Ross &
Haines, 1958], p. 179).
4. Lewis, 12 July 1804, Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1S04-1S06. ed.
Reuben Gold Thwaites, 8 vois. (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1904), 1:75. Such comments
are not unique to Lewis. Clark, for example, wrote on 13 June 1804, "Capt. Lewis and myself
walked to the hill, from the top of which we had a butifull prospect of Serounding countrey"
(ibid., p. 47).
5. For more on prospect painting, see James Turner, " Landscape and the 'Art Prospective' in
England, 1584-1660," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 42 (1979); 290—93;
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what Albert Boime has called a "magisterial gaze," allovvang a conceptual dominion over the land as well as a metaphorical or imagined
glimpse into the terrain's potential or future use.^ From this conflation with futurity, we derive the verb "to prospect," with all its allusions of mining and extractive possibilities as well as the more common associations with tangible return—"it has good prospects."?
Lewis and Clark's usage of "prospect" was consistent with all these
meanings and was particularly appropriate to their mission. They
were to seek out the prospects of the land with an eye to its future potential to the United States, and their position of viewers hip, at least
metaphorically, was that of an omnipotent America claiming her new
land and asserting her dominion over it and its inhabitants. It is clear
from the journals that Lewis especially ascended rises, bluffs, hills,
and buttes on a regular basis to gain a prospect on the land. Even
when he did not mention the aesthetic reward of such efforts, he certainly benefited practically from such views, both as he helped guide
the explorers and as he gained perspective on their larger work in the
national interest.
Elsewhere in the journals, Lewis included several notable passages
that indicate his familiarity with and responsiveness to other aesthetic
conventions of his time. His observations at the White Cliffs of the
Missouri in present-day Montana, for example, are especially significant for his effort to describe the rocky formations through architectural metaphor:
The hills and river Ciifts which we passed today exhibit a most romantic
appearance. . . . The water . . . has trickled down the soft sand ciifts and
woarn it into a thousand grotesquefigures,which with the help of a little
Stephen Daniels, "Goodly Prospects: English Estate Portraiture, 1670-1730," in Mapping the
Landscape: Essays in Art and Cartography, ed, Nichoias Alfrey and Stephen Daniels (Nottingham: University Art Gallery, Castle Museum, 1990). pp. g-17; and Joni L Kinsey, Plain Pictures: Images of the American Prairie (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution Press for
the University of Iowa Museum, 1996), esp. pp. 17-19.
6. Boime, The Magisterial Gaze: Manifest Destiny and American Landscape Painting, c.
J8JO-]86^ (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991). A similar point is made
in Angela Miller, The Empire of the Eye: Landscape Representation and American Cultural Politics, 182^-187^ (Ithaca, N,Y.: Cornell University Press, 1993).
7. These definitions are adapted from Oxford English Dictionary. 1971, s.v, "prospect."
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immagination and an oblique view at a distance, are made to represent eligant ranges of lofty freestone buildings, having their parapets well stocked
with statuary; collunins of various sculpture both grooved and plain, are
also seen supporting long galleries in front of those buildings; in other
places on a much nearer approach and with the help of less immagination
we see the remains or ruins of eligant buildings; some coHumns standing
and almost entire with their pedestals and capitals; others retaining their
pedestals but deprived by time or accident of their capitals, some lying
prostrate an[d] broken othe[r]s in the form of vast pyramids of connic structure bearing a seréis of other pyramids on their tops becoming less as they
ascend andfinallyterminating in a sharp point, nitches and alcoves of various forms and sizes are seen at different hights as we pass. . . . The
<broken> coUumns did not the less remind us of some of those large stone
buildings in the U' States.^
This sort of searching for familiar analogies had a long history in
travel writing. Architectural metaphor was an especially favored device for describing unfamiliar or unusual formations, but Lewis's references to sculpture and architectural details goes beyond convention
in his quite specific terminology—capitals, pedestals, niches, and alcoves—all of which reveal an awareness of art and architectural history. His allusion to ruins is also in keeping with the long-standing
fascination with ancient and abandoned sites that grew in the eighteenth-century to almost cult status. In likening natural elements to
the crumbling stones of ancient structures, Lewis revealed both his romantic sensibility and his rather keen familiarity with contemporary
aesthetic issues.9
Lewis's most notable aesthetic commentary was at the Great Falls of
the Missouri, where he expressly wished for an artist to capture the
sight before him. After ascending to a rise overlooking the falls, he
made note of the "beatifull rainbow" over the cascade, which he called
8. Lewis, 31 May 1805, The Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, Vol. 4: /^ril y-July 2y,
JSOJ, ed. Gary E. Moulton and Thomas W. Dunlay (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1987). pp. 2215-26.
9. This trope has been discussed in a number of places, but for an overview, see the chapter entitled "Landscape as Metaphor" in Thomas Moran and the Surveying of the American
West, by Joni L. Kinsey (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992). esp. pp.
20-24. I^P f^lf of ruins is also discussed widely, but the classic text is Rose Macaulay, Pleasure of Ruins (1953; reprint ed.. New York; Thames & Hudson, 1964).
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a "sublimely grand specticle," and followed with a lengthy description
ofthe scene. At last words failed, however, and he despaired, saying in
frustration:
after wrighting this imperfect discription I again viewed the falls and was
so much disgusted with the imperfect idea which it conveyed ofthe scene
that I determined to draw my pen across it and begin agin, but then reflected that I could not perhaps succeed better than pening thefirstimpressions ofthe mind; I wished for the pencil of Salvator Rosa . . . or the
pen of Thompson, that 1 might be enabled to give to the enlightened world
some just idea of this truly magnifficent and sublimely grand object, which
has from the commencement of time been concealed from the view ofthe
civilized man; but this was fruitless and vain. I most sincerely regreted that
I had not brought a crimee [camera| obscura with me by the assistance of
which even I could have hoped to have done better but alas this was also
out of my reach; I therefore with the assistance of my pen only indeavoured to trace some ofthe stronger features of this seen by the assistance
of which and my recollection aided by some able pencil I hope still to give
to the world some faint idea of an object which at this moment fills me
with such pleasure and astonishment, and which of it's kind I will venture
to ascert is second to but one in the known world.'"
In this statement, the most pointed artistic reference ofthe expedition, Lewis made clear his grasp of aesthetic tradition, his desire for a
means of visual documentation of the sights he was encountering,
and his understanding of its value for conveying the view to others far
from the scene.
Salvator Rosa (1615-1673) was a seventeenth-century Italian painter
famous for his dramatic landscapes filled with rocky outcroppings,
wind-blown trees, and cataclysmic weather. Although not well-known
today beyond art history circles, his work was considered paradigmatic of the visual sublime in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, and his name became a standard reference to that mode of
landscape depiction." Equally famous at the time was James Thom-

10. Lewis, 13 |une i&o^. Journals, ed. Moulton, 4:283-85.
11. Charlotte Klonk, Sderice and the Perception of Nature: British Landscape Art in the Late
Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries (New Haven and London: Yale University Press for
the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, 1996), p. 9.
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son (1700-1748), a noted Scottish writer whose epic poem The Seasons
{1726-1730; revised 1744) was the first in English to have landscape as
its subject. Enormously influential on both sides of the Atlantic, this
poem was a staple for anyone interested in landscape imagery until at
least the mid-nineteenth century. An illustrated edition had been published in Philadelphia in 1797, and it is interesting to speculate if Lewis had seen this edition with pictures.'^
Lewis also mentioned a camera obscura in his commentary, wishing he had brought one in order to facilitate his drawing of the falls.
The term camera obscura (meaning "dark room") was coined by the
Cerman astronomer Johannes Kepler (1571-1630), who refined the
optical device in the early seventeenth century. Essentially a lensless
camera through which a scene is transferred by sunlight into a darkened space through a pinhole, the instrument was used as a drawing
aid for centuries before the invention of photography. While not compact, these devices were portable (they could be as small as a manageable box) and made outline drawings as easy to produce as tracing the
contours of a reflected object. Lewis's knowledge of the potential usefulness of the camera obscura, especially coupled with his mention of
Salvator Rosa and Thomson, is a clear indicator of his aesthetic sophistication.'5
After viewing the Great Falls, Lewis continued upriver where he
found another equally impressive waterfall the next day. There he resumed his contemplative description in a short statement that compared the new fall to the previous one. "I now thought," he wrote,
"that if a skillful painter had been asked to make a beautifuU cascade
that he would most probably have p[r]esented the precise immage of
this one; nor could I for some time determine on which of those two
great cataracts to bestoe the palm, on this or that which I had discovered yesterday; at length I determined between these two great rivals
for glory that this was pleasingly beautifuU, while the other was sub12. Thomson, The Seasons (Philadelphia: W. W. Woodward, 1797). The four plates were by
Alexander Lawson, a noted Philadelphia engraver. See also Douglas Grant, James Thomson,
Poet of "The Seosons" (London: Cresset Press, 1951).
13. For the camera obscura, see Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), pp. 50-51.
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limely grand."'4 These complementary concepts—the beautiful and
the sublime, to which the picturesque is often added—were fundamental to aesthetic theory and intellectual discourse about landscape
at the turn of the nineteenth century. The definitive treatment was Edmund Burke's famous treatise A Philosophical Fnquiry into the Origin
of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful (1757), a book Jefferson

owned and recommended to others.'^ The beautiful was characterized
by delicacy, smooth or soft textures, and small or human scale; most
importantly, it evoked affection in the viewer. The sublime, by contrast, was identified by vastness, ruggedness or roughness, and enormity; it prompted feelings of awe. For Lewis, as with many others
since, the terms were the ultimate descriptors of impressive sights,
but they also revealed his familiarity with their more complex aesthetic implications.'^ Although he had neither the pencil of Salvator
Rosa nor a camera obscura, his vocabulary assured that learned readers would grasp the significance of these scenes even if they could not
literally visualize them.
Although it remains unclear just how much impact Lewis's statements about painters and cameras had on the planning of subsequent
explorations, most major federal expeditions that followed the Corps
of Discovery included some provision for visual documentation. In
many cases, the artwork that resulted appeared in engraved or lithographic form in official government reports.'? The most immediate
successor, Zebulon Pike's 1806 expedition to the West, left Saint
Louis before Lewis and Clark returned, and it, too, was graphically
undocumented, but in 1819, the Stephen Long Expedition to the
Rocky Mountains included not one but two artists, Titian Ramsay
Peale {1799-1885) and Samuel Seymour (1775-1823). Their work con-

14. Lewis, 14 June iSo^, Journals, ed. Moulton, 4:290.
15. Burke's treatise and other texts devoted to the arts were at the top of a basic library list
that Jefferson recommended to his relative Robert Skipwith in 1771, Dickson, "Th.J.' Art
Collector," p. 105.
16. The literature on this subject is vast, but see, for example, Mark Roskill, The Languages
of Landscape (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1997).
17. For more on expeditionary photography, see Martha A. Sandweiss, Print the Legend:
Photography and the American West (New Haven, Conn.; Yale University Press, 2002).
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sequently entered the history of art as the first American images of the
West.'^
Titian Peale was the youngest son of Charles Willson Peale (17411827), a remarkable man who served as an artistic and natural history
consultant to Thomas Jefferson. The elder Peale was one of the foremost artists in the country, the founder of the first museum in the
United States (Figure 2), and something of a Renaissance man, with
skills in taxidermy, portraiture, natural history, paleontology, ornithology, and zoology, to name but a few. Peale had met Jefferson as early
as 1774 and had painted his portrait in 1792 during the period Jefferson served in Philadelphia as secretary of state for Washington's administration.'9 Jefferson became a subscriber to the Peale museum at
that time and relied upon Peale for a variety of things, including the
provision of his polygraph, a device invaluable to a man of letters
since it reproduced a document as it was being written.'^°
Peale and Jefferson were in nearly constant touch on issues of natural history throughout the planning period for the mission of
the Corps of Discovery and throughout its journey. They discussed,
among other things, the ongoing international debate about the ancient fauna of Europe and America, a topic that both engaged Jefferson intellectually and to some degree directed his hopes for the Lewis
and Clark Expedition. Peale's museum housed two nearly complete
mastodon skeletons that the director had excavated in 1801. Peale
18. Kenneth Haltman explores the visual imagery from the Long Expedition in his Ph.D.
dissertation, "Figures in a Western Landscape: Reading the Art of Titian Ramsay Peale from
the Long Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, 1819-1820" (Yale University, 1992). See also
his article, "Between Science and Art: Titian Ramsay Peale's Long Expedition Sketches,
Newly Recovered at the State Historical Society of Iowa," Palimpsest 74 (Summer 1993):
62-81, in which he mentions that Secretary of War John C. Caihoun, President James Monroe, and Long himself included the artists as a response to the lack of visual documentation
on the Lewis and Clark Expedition (p. 64).
19. Lillian B. Miller, ed.. The Selected Papers of Charles Willson Peale and His Family. Vol. 2;
pt. i: Charles Willson Peale: The Artist as Museum Keeper, i7gi-jSio (New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 1988), p. 5nn.i, 3.
20. John Isaac Hawkins invented the polygraph, but Peale worked with him on refinements. After Hawkins left Philadelphia for England in |uiie 1803, Peale retained the American rights to the device. See Silvio A. Bedini, Thomas Jefferson and His Copying Machines
(Charlottesvilie: University Press of Virginia, 1984).
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Figure 2. Charles Willson Peale, The Artist in His Museum, 1822, oil on canvas, the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia (gift of Mrs. Sarah Harrison,
the Joseph Harrison, jr.. Collection)
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wrote a lengthy letter describing the bones to Jefferson only a few
weeks before Lewis traveled to Philadelphia in May 1803 for instruction from several leading members ofthe American Philosophical Society.2' The president naively hoped that Lewis and Clark might encounter a living mastodon in the West. If discovered, such a specimen
would provide the definitive evidence the president needed for his nationalistic response to Eurocentric scientists.^^
When Lewis traveled to Philadelphia for training, he was not expressly directed to Peale or his museum, and there is no evidence that
he visited there, but it would have been an important place to gather
useful information for the expedition.^i Peale was a prominent
member of the American Philosophical Society, was in close touch
with the men Lewis consulted, and would have been a natural consultant for the explorer, instructing him on, among other things, the
practical art of taxidermy so necessary to preserving the varied animals the explorers would send back from the field. He might also
have shown Lewis his paintings, which included some ofthe earliest
landscape views in the United States, reinforcing, perhaps, an awareness ofthe need for visual documentation ofthe terrain encountered
on the expedition. Peale almost certainly would have introduced Lewis
to his several sons, most of whom were not only named after artists
but were respected artists in their own right.
The second oldest, Rembrandt Peale (1778-1860), had written to
21. Peale to Jefferson, 19 Apr. 1803, in Selected Papers of Charles Willson Peale, ed. Miller,
2:523-26; see also 11 Oct. 1801. pp. 371-75. Peale's painting The Exhumation ofthe Mastodon.
1806-1808, today resides in the Peale Museum in Baltimore.
22. Jefferson discussed his intense interest in the mastodon, or mammoth as he also calls
it, most thoroughly in a long passage in his 1797 book. Notes on the State of Virginia, ed. William Peden (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1972). Saying that the creature reputedly "still
exists in the northern parts of America," he is "certain such a one has existed in America,
and that it has been the largest of all terrestrial beings'* (pp. 43-47}. fefferson hoped that evidence of such a beast would soundly refute the claims of tlie prominent French naturalist
Count de Buffon, who had asserted that European life forms were superior to those in
America where, he said, species had degenerated and were smaller than comparable animals and plants in Europe.
23. Peale wrote the president again on 2 June 1803 without mentioning Lewis or his visit;
whether they met or not remains unclear. See Miller, ed. Selected Papers of Charles Willson
Peak, 2:532-34.
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Thomas Jefferson in December of 1800 and again a few months later,
asking for artistic patronage. The new president responded by sitting
for his portrait and ordering a copy in the spring of 1801. In his letters,
the younger Peale had appealed to Jefferson's "fondness for the flne
Arts" and recalled the president's "generous conduct" to John Trumbull (1756-1843), whom JefFerson had encouraged to paint scenes
from American history in the late 1780s. Peale was specifically hoping
for a sponsored European sojourn on behalf of the new nation, but he
also suggested that "much of my object may perhaps be answered
without leaving the Country; and there may be found a situation
where I may . . . persue my desired improvements."^4 The post was
never granted, but if Jefferson had been inclined to suggest an artist
for the Lewis and Clark Expedition in 1802-1803, Rembrandt Peale
would have made a fine choice.
,
While in Philadelphia in May 1803, Lewis did consult with the eminent Dr. Benjamin Smith Barton, professor of botany at the University of Pennsylvania and author of the newly issued Elements of Botany:
or Outlines of the Natural History of Vegetables (1803), This book, the

first American textbook on the subject, was one of the reference works
Lewis carried with him on the expedition. Significantly, the text was
illustrated with thirty engraved plates, most drawn by one of the leading natural history draftsmen in the country, William Bartram {17391823), who himself had published a notable illustrated book. Travels through North and South Carolina. Georgia, East and West Elorida

(1791). Barton's Elements of Botany almost certainly served as a model
for the proposed natural history section of the publication that Jefferson and Lewis envisioned after the expedition, and the president forwarded the botanist many of the specimens Lewis sent from the West
for description. Although Barton did not complete this task, his influence on the expedition's attention to natural history is undisputed.
Because he instructed Lewis in methods of preserving and describing
24. Rembrandt Peale to Jefferson, 17 Dec. 1800, 24 Mar. 1801, ibid., pp. 290-91, 305-6,
Rembrandt Peale's 1800 portrait of Jefferson currently resides in the White House Collection in Washington, D.C. See Lillian B. Miller, ¡n Pursuit of Fame: Rembrandt Peale,
iyjS-iS6a (Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institution & University of Washington Press,
1992), pp. 48-49.
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plants and was so familiar with the work necessary to eventual publication, it is curious that he seems not to have emphasized the need
for a draftsman who could visually portray specimens in the tield.^^
Another contact that can only be called a near miss in the history of
the Lewis and Clark Expedition also serves to illuminate the congregation of minds that converged upon the project and the thinking about
visual documentation of expeditions at the time. Within days of the
Corps of Discovery's departure up the Missouri from Saint Louis in
May 1804, the German naturalist Baron Alexander von Humboldt
(1769-1859) visited Jefferson in Washington, escorted by Charles
Willson Peale whom he had just visited in Philadelphia. Baron Von
Humboldt was on the last leg of a long excursion through South
America where he had compiled notes and observations he would
later publish widely, most notably in his multi-volume opus Cosmos
(1845-1870), which established him as the foremost natural historian
of the mid-nineteenth century. While at the White House, Humboldt
spoke to Jefferson about Peale's museum, suggesting that the government purchase the collection for the nation and move it to Washington. Over dinner, the men shared their mutual interests, not the least
of which were exploration and scientific inquiry.^''
This meeting is especially interesting since Humboldt was an accomplished artist in addition to his expertise in natural history, and he
was an advocate of artists accompanying expeditions. Furthermore,
his philosophy and attitudes toward the natural world were remarka-

25. Paul Russell Cutright, Lewis and Clark: Pioneering Naturalists (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1969), p. 25; Georgia B. Bamhill, "The Publication of Illustrated Natura! Histories in Philadelphia, 1800-1850," in The American Ulustrated Book in the Nineteenth Century,
ed. Gerald W. R. Ward (V/interthur, Del.: Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum,
1987), pp. 53-88, esp. 56-57. The standard practice among botanical illustrators was to work
from preserved specimens, which may explain Barton's lack of emphasis on a field artist.
Until the appearance of Barton's own book, American plants had been described by Europeans using dried and pressed plants sent from America.
26. Herman R. Friis, "Baron Alexander von Humboldt's Visit to Washington, D.C., June i
through June ij, 1804," Records of the Columbia Historical Society 60 (1960-1962): 1-35.
Humboldt's trip to the United States was arranged through the American vice-consul in
Cuba, and Humboldt wrote to Jefferson upon his arrival in Philadeiphia in May and was invited to Washington for dinner.
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bly similar to Jefferson's.^7 Throughout his travels, Humboldt kept
journals annotated with drawings, and he later devoted an entire
chapter of Cosmos to the issue of landscape painting. "Ought any
means to be left unemployed," he wrote, "by which an animated picture of a distant zone, untraversed by ourselves, may be presented to
the mind with all the vividness of truth, enabling us even to enjoy
some portion of the pleasure derived from the immediate contact with
nature?" A few pages later, he asked optimistically, "Are we not justified in hoping that landscape painting will fiourish with a new and hitherto unknown brilliancy when artists of merit shall more frequently
pass the narrow limits of the Mediterranean, and when they shall be
enabled, far in the interior of continents,... to seize, with the genuine
freshness of a pure and youthful spirit, on the true image of the varied
forms of nature.^"^^ Although these comments were published years
after his meeting with Jefferson in 1804, Humboldt's attitudes were
already expressed in his own practice of combining art with exploration, and the German naturalist would undoubtedly have been fascinated with the American expedition so recently dispatched. Although
his visit came too late to influence the president's plans for the Corps
of Discovery, Humboldt's associations with Peale and Jefferson offer a
tantalizing glimpse into the confluence of science, art, and politics
that surrounded Lewis and Clark's mission.
After the party returned from the West in 1806, Meriwether Lewis
assumed two major responsibilities, neither of which he successfully
completed—the governorship of Louisiana Territory and the production of the published journals of the expedition. He spent several
months in early 1807 in Philadelphia commissioning a pubhsher,
lohn Conrad, and working with artists and naturalists to produce il27. See Edmunds V. Bunkse, "Humboldt and an Aesthetic Tradition Geography," Geographical Review 71 (Apr. 1981): 127-46, and Charles A. Miller, Jefferson and Nature: An Interpretation (Baltimore. Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988).
28. Humboldt, Cosmos; A Sketch of a Physical Description of the Universe. Vol. ¡I (New York:
Harper Brothers, 1858), pp, 81, 93. Humboldt issued thirty-four volumes of his journal over
a twenty-five-year period. Roughly twelve hundred copper piates illustrated his travels.
Stephen Jay Gould, "Church. Humboldt, and Darwin: The Tension and Harmony of Art and
Science," in Frederic Edwin Church, by Franklin Kelly et al, (Washington, D.C: National Gallery of Art, 1989), pp. 94-107, esp. p. 97,
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lustrations to accompany the text. His attention to the visual material
is a clear indication that he and probably Jefferson, who took an active
interest in the report, were committed to the publication's aesthetic dimension. Although Lewis did not advance the project far before his
untimely death in 1809, the prospectus he and Conrad issued in April
1807 makes clear the plan for its visual imagery. Volume One was to
be "embellished with a view of the great cataract of the Missouri," presumably made from Lewis's now lost sketch drawn at Great Falls. Volume Two would be "embellished with a number of plates illustrative
of the dress and general appearance of such Indian nations as differ
materially from each other," and Volume Three, devoted to natural
history, would "be ornamented and embellished with a much greater
number of plates than will be bestowed on the first part of the work."^9
it was an exceptionally ambitious plan that, had it been realized,
would have been a monument in American history and exploration.
Illustrated travel and exploration accounts as well as illustrated natural history books had a long history. Jefferson, a noted bibliophile
and traveler, would certainly have been familiar with such publications and anxious to have the Lewis and Clark Expedition similarly
documented. In addition to numerous European examples, not to
mention the centuries-old tradition of printed landscapes and city
views, more immediate models for an illustrated edition of Lewis and
Clark's discoveries would have been the published histories of Captain James Cook's voyages or those of George Vancouver, both of
which included illustrated plates and were surely known to Jefferson.3° Another work Lev/is actually carried with him was a 1774 Eng-

29. The Conrad Prospectus, i Apr. 1807, in Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, ed.
Jackson, 2:394-96. See also George Ehrlich, "The 1807 Plan for an Illustrated Edition of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition," Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 109 (Jan.
1985); 43-57. I am grateful to Gary Moulton for bringing this article to my attention.
JO. Ehrlich, "The 1807 Plan," pp. 43-44. For Cook, see John Hawkesworth, ed.. An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of his Present Majesty for Making Discoveries in the
Southern Hemisphere, 3 vols. (London, 1773); James Cook, A Voyage towards the South Pole and
round the World. 2 vols. (London, 1777); Cook and James King, A Voyage to the Pacißc Ocean.
4 vols. (London, 1784); and George Vancouver, Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacißc Ocean
and Round the World. 3 vols. (London, 1798). For 3 particularly useful overview of travel literature, see Gloria Gilda Deák, Picturing America: Prints, Maps, and Drawing Bearing on the
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lish edition of Antoine du Pratz's History of Louisiana, which was also
illustrated.'' The precedent of embellishing exploration narratives
with imagery was well established, and it seems clear that the original
plan for the Corps of Discovery publication was based on a carefully
considered understanding of its role in continuing the tradition.
As Paul Russell Cutright discussed in his book A History ofthe Lewis
and Clark journals, Lewis spent much of his time in Philadelphia in
early 1807 arranging for the images that would adorn thefinalvolumes.'^ Most ofthe ethnographic and zoological artifacts from the expedition had been deposited in Peale's museum. A trained taxidermist. Peale mounted many ofthe specimens and drew several for the
anticipated publication, writing to a friend in the spring of 1807, "The
drawings for Govemor Lewis's Journal I mean to draw myself to be
engraved for the work."33 We know from letters that these included a
badger, an antelope, a big horn sheep, Lewis's woodpecker (named in
honor ofthe explorer), a mountain quail (Figure 3), and a Louisiana,
or western, tanager, although only the latter three drawings have survived.i^ All three are obviously intended as published specimen drawings, judging from their linearity and their vignette presentation.

New World Discoveries and on the Development ofthe Territory that is Now the United States. 2
vols. (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton University Press. 1988). See also Barnhill, "Publication of Illustrated Natural Histories."
31. [Antoine] le Page du Pratz, The History of Louisiana, or ofthe Western Parts of Virginia
and Carolina: Containing a Description ofthe Countries that lie on Both Sides ofthe River Mississippi: With an Account ofthe Settlements, ¡nhahitants. Soil. Climate, and Products, id ed.
(London: T. Becket, 1774). This book has thirty-nine illustrations, ranging from images of
native peoples to plants and animals, although the drawings are obviously by an untrained
artist. Cutright notes that Benjamin Smith Barton loaned Lewis this book and that Lewis
later inscribed it to Barton, saying, "it has been since conveyed by me to the Pacific Ocean
through the interior of North America" (quoted in Cutright, Lewis and Clark: Pioneering Naturalists, p. 25). See also Cuîright's "Lewis and Clark and Du Pratz," MissoHrt Historical Society
Bulletin 21 (Oct. 1964): 31-35. The Barton/Lewis book is today in the Library Company collection in Philadelphia.
32. Cutright, A History ofthe Lewis and Clark Journals (Norman; University of Oklahoma
Press, 1976).
3}. Peale to John Hawkins, 5 May 1807, in Letters ofthe Lewis and Clark Expedition, ed. Jackson, 2:411.
34. William Clark to William D. Meriwether, ibid., p. 490. These images are in the collection ofthe American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. Another image of a horned Hz-
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Figure 3, Charles Willson Peale, Mountain Quail and Lewis's Woodpecker, ca. 1806,
graphite and watercolor on paper, American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia

ard has also survived, but its attribution is disputed despite the inscription in Titian Peale's
hand, "Drawn by CWPeale." Some have attributed the work to Pietro Ancora who was working for Benjamin Smith Barton. See Edgar P. Richardson, Brooke Hindle, and Lillian B.
Miller, Charles Willson Peale and His World (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1982), p. 159.
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Another well-known artist-naturalist, Alexander Wilson (17661813), also produced images of birds at Lewis's request. At the time,
Wilson was hard at work on his own monumental work, American Ornithology (1808-1814), ^^^ was a logical choice to create the avian portraits, although why both he and Peale produced images of the same
birds remains unclear. Four of the images appeared in Wilson's book.
One, presented on a composite page with Clark's Crow, is also Lewis's
Woodpecker (Figure 4), undoubtedly drawn from the same mounted
specimen as Peale's image. In the printed version, the tanager was ad-

Figure 4. Alexander Wilson, Clark's Crow and Lewis's Woodpecker,
1808, pen and ink, graphite, and wash on paper. Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Ewell Sale Stewart Library
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ded as well. Wilson, a more accomplished ornithologist than Peale,
bent the woodpecker's head toward the limb and positioned the body
vertically in a posture more characteristic of the species than it appeared in Peale's drawing.»
Jefferson sent the botanical specimens from the expedition to the
American Philosophical Society, which distributed them for study to
botanists Benjamin Smith Barton, Bernard McMahon, and William
Hamilton, who referred a young German-American botanical artist,
Frederick Pursh (1774-1820), to Lewis when he arrived back in the
East with an additional group of specimens, Lewis subsequently paid
Pursh seventy dollars for drawings of plants, many of which appeared
in Pursh's two-volume book Flora Americae Septentrionalis in 1814.''^
These delicately drawn and colored plates (Figure 5) are some of the
most beautiful images to emerge from Lewis's ill-fated efforts toward
publication. Had they appeared together in the final volume Lewis envisioned, the drawings by Peale, Wilson, and Pursh would have made
a significant contribution to their respective scientific fields, as well
as to art history, and would have increased the overall impact of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition.
The drawing or drawings of the Great Falls of the Missouri that
Lewis himself apparently drew at the site as he wished for the pen of
Salvator Rosa have never been located, but they may have been the
origin of two drawings of waterfalls the explorer commissioned from
Philadelphia engraver John James Barralet (ca. 1747-1815) for forty
dollars in 1807.*? Barralet's drawings have since also been lost, but
one of the engravings based on them, originally intended for Volume
One of Lewis's planned publication, appeared in the r8i7 Dubhn edi35. Philadelphia: Three Centuries of American Art (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of
Art, ¡976), pp. 207-11, and Barnhill, "Publication of Illustrated Natural Histories," pp.
60-66. The four birds in Wilson's book were Lewis's woodpecker {Asyndesmus lewis).
Oark's nutcracker {Nucifraga columbiana). the western tanager (Piranga ludoviciana). and
the black-billed magpie {Pica pica hudsonia]. Cutright, History of the Lewis and Clark Journals.
p. 45.
}6. Cutright, Hisiory of the Lewis and Clark Journals, p. 42, and Cutright, Lewis and Clark:
Pioneering Naturalists, pp. 359-60, 363.
37. Jackson, ed.. Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition. 2:463n.6; Cutright, History of the
Lewis and Clark Jounials. p. 46.
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Figure 5. Frederick Pursh, Berberís aquifolium. Flora Americae Septentrionalis, 1814, plate 108, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,
Ewell Sale Stewart Library
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tion of Nicholas Biddle's history of the Lewis and Clark Expedition
(Figure 6). Mysteriously, this edition is the only version that contains
the plate, and, indeed, it seems to be the only one containing a landscape view.3S As Stephen Dow Beckham notes, it is "the earliest
known image ofthe Great Falls ofthe Missouri."39 Even more significantly, it may be a glimpse of Lewis's drawing in which he "indeavoured to trace some ofthe stronger features of this seen." If so, Lewis
indeed succeeded in giving to the world, by the assistance of Barralet's
able pencil, an idea of the sight that had originally filled him with
"such pleasure and astonishment."
38. Elliott Coues, ed.. The History ofthe Lewis and Clark Expedition, 3 vols. (1893; reprint
ed., New York: Dover, n.d.): i:cxxix, was the first to note this imusual fact. Cutright in the
History ofthe Lewis and Clark Journals asserted that Clark had later "stated that Barralet had
made the two drawings and that they were ofthe falls ofthe Missouri & Columbia.' The fate
of these is unknown" (p. 46).
39. Beckham et al.. The Literature ofthe Lewis and Clark Expedition: A Bibliography and Essays (Portland, Oreg.: Lewis & Clark College, 2003), p. 179. Like Coues, Beckham ascribes

Figure 6. )ohn James Barralet [after Meriwether Lewis?], Principal Cascade ofthe
Missouri, engraving, from History ofthe Expedition under the Command of Captains
Lewis and Clarke [sic], Dublin; J. Christie, 1817, plate facing p. 326, Lewis and Clark
College Library, Portland, Oregon
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The image is an accomplished portrayal, in keeping with the fact
that the Dublin-born Barralet was a well-trained painter of landscapes
and historical subjects. He had exhibited, among other places, at the
Royal Academy in London before coming to the United States in
1795.40 The falls, which fills the center of the composition, is bounded
on the right by a jutting lower bank that angles in from the right.
Upon the bank stand an American Indian village, several inhabitants,
and a small grove of trees. Rising above them, a rocky butte further
anchors the right side of the scene, directing our gaze to the center
and toward a distant peak that rises above the falls. On the left, a less
distinctive bank frames the opposite side of the scene, keeping our
gaze contained and focused on the cascade that pours toward us in the
middle ground. The cascade itself is remarkably faithful to the actual
appearance of the Great Falls before the river was dammed upstream
in the twentieth century, dramatically changing their appearance.
This faithfulness to nature further argues for Lewis's sketch as Barralet's source because the distinctive horizontal configuration looks
nothing like more famous waterfalls (such as Niagara) to which Barralet would undoubtedly have turned had he not had a direct reference. As such, the engraving, however perfected, offers an intriguing
glimpse into Lewis's own attempt at artistry and assumes a greater
significance than it has previously been given in both the history of art
and Lewis and Clark scholarship.
For Volume Two, the ethnographic section of the planned publication, Lewis commissioned Indian portraits from Charles Balthazar Julien Fevret de Saint-Mémin {1770-1852), an artist who had fled the
French Revolution in the 1790s and worked throughout the eastern
United States until 1810. For Lewis, Saint-Mémin produced fourteen
portraits of American Indians who visited the East from 1804 to 1807,
primarily using a physiognotrace, a device that literally traced the profile of a sitter's head to create a nearly exact likeness. He had become
known for these remarkable portraits and for his ingenious marketthe 1817 Dublin edition print to Barralet, but he does not ultimately ascribe them to Lewis. 1
am grateful to Gary Moulton for bringing Beckham's new book to my attention.
40. Philadelphia: Three Centuries of American Art, p. 235.
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ing. He provided the original portrait, an engraved plate, and twelve
engravings for twenty-five dollars for male sitters and thirty-five for female, the price difference due to the greater difficulty of rendering the
women's hair and clothing.4' This modest cost and comprehensive
package, as well as Saint-Mémin's reputation—his long list of eminent clients included Thomas Jefferson, Paul Revere, and Charles
Willson Peale—no doubt appealed to Lewis as he planned his publication. Lewis paid Saint-Mémin $83.50 for his portraits.4^
As Ellen Miles has ably explained, Saint-Mémin's series of American Indian portraits are among the earliest extant likenesses of Plains
Indians by a non-native artist.4î Exceptionally naturalistic, both for
their unidealized and distinctive profiles and for the detailed rendering of the personal accoutrements of each sitter, these portrayals suggest both a fascination with the exoticism the figures represented and
a sensitivity to their appearance as individuals. In Mandan King, an
1807 watercolor (Figure 7), for example, Saint-Mémin gave us a revealing glimpse of Shahaka, also known as "The Big White." This
Mandan chief, along with his wife Yellow Corn (whom Saint-Mémin
also portrayed in an 1807 profile), their child, and a group of Osages,
had accompanied Lewis on his return east.44 The couple was hosted
by Thomas Jefferson in 1806, toured New York and Washington, and
returned to their home in present-day North Dakota in 1809. Some of
the Saint-Mémin portraits, including the view of Shahaka, later appeared in lithographic versions in Thomas L. McKenney and James
Hall's monumental study. History of the Indian Tribes of North America
(1837-1844). Thus, like many of Lewis's other commissions, they did

41. Saint-Mémin's advertisement appeared in the Philadelphia Aurora and General MverUser from 22 December 1801 through 11 March 1802 and, until recently, could be found at
http://educate.si.edu/migrations/portrait/ essay.html. For an excellent discussion of these
portraits, see Ellen G. Miles. "Saint-Mémin's Portraits of American Indians, 1804-1807,"
American Art Journal 20, no. 4 (1988): 2-33. Saint-Mémin returned permanently to France
in 1814. See also Elien G. Miles, Saint-Mémin and the Neoclassical Profile Portrait in America
(Washington, D.C.: National Portrait Gallery and Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994).
42. Jackson, ed., Leiters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, p. 4iin.
43. Miles, "Saint-Mémin's Portraits of American Indians," p. 3.
44. The portraits of Big White and Yellow Com are both in the Gilcrease Museum. They
are reproduced in color in Gikreasc Journal 8 (Summer 2000): 59.
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Figure 7, Charles Bathazar Julie Fevret de Saint-Mémin, Mandan King
[Shahaka, "The Big White"), 1807, watercolor on paper, Thomas Gilcrease
Institute of History and Art, Tulsa, Oklahoma

eventually find a public audience in the nineteenth century, although
not in connection with the Corps of Discovery expedition.
Saint-Mémin had done a profile portrait of Meriwether Lewis in
1802, which is now in the Valentine Museum in Richmond, and after
the expedition, he did additional likenesses of both Lewis and Clark
(1807).45 He also did a full-figure watercolor portrait of Lewis dressed
45. The National Portrait Gallery in Washington has engraved versions of these 1807 portraits. The Missouri Historical Society in Saint Louis has one of Saint-Mémin's originals of
Lewis from 1807.
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in buckskin and adorned with an ermine mantle, a gift that Lewis
called a tippet from the Shoshone chief Cameahwait (Figure 8). Intriguingly, for his museum Charles Willson Peale created a full-scale
wax model of Lewis, presumably from this image, dressing the figure
as it appears in the portrait and including the actual ermine mantle,
which was in his museum's collection. The wax Lewis, however, was
not positioned with a rifle, as he is in Saint-Mémin's painting, but
rather with a calumet pipe in one hand and the other hand over his
breast as a symbol of peace.4'' Peale also painted his own portraits of
Lewis and Clark, which he added to his museum's Gallery of Great
Men (Figures 9, 10). "Mr. Lewis is richly entitled to a place amongst
the Portraits of the Museum," Peale wrote, "and I hope he will do me
the favor of sitting as soon as he arrives here."-^? Lewis sat for Peale in
1807, and Clark did later. In the museum, these portraits joined the
ranks of noble personages that Peale had been painting for decades,
including Jefferson himself Other artists, including American portraitist John Wesley Jarvis (1781-1839), also painted Lewis from life,
and later artists Chester Harding (1792-1866), Joseph Bush (17941865), and George Catlin all produced images of William Clark.^f*
These works did not figure into the plans for Lewis's publication, but
together they provide an overall portrayal of the expedition members
and their national significance.
46. Richardson, Hindle, and Miller, Charles Willson Peale and His World, p. 158; Peak to
Jefferson. 29 Jan. 1808, in Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, ed. ¡ackson, 2:439-40.
The wax model has long since disappeared. Wax figures were popular at the turn of the nineteenth century, but, outside of Madame Toussaud's Wax Museum in London, most have
since been lost An excellent exception is Philadelphia wax sculptor Patience Lovell Wright's
full-scale figure William Pitt. Earl of Chatham (1779) in the collection of Westminster Abbey,
London. Wright's example may have been important to Peale since her subjects included
many of his own sitters, including Benjamin Franklin. See Frances K. Pohl, Framing America: A Soríal History of American Art (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2002), pp. 86-87.
47. Peale to Jefferson, 24 Dec. r8o6, in Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, ed. Jackson. i:374n.
48. Paul R. Cutright, "Lewis & Clark: Portraits and Portraitists," Montana, the Magazine of
Western History 19 (Apr. 1969): 37-38, 44-50. Cutright's article was an early attempt to account for the many portraits of the explorers, and although it reproduces many likenesses, it
suffers from several omissions and inaccuracies. Appendix C of Cutright's Lewis and Clark:
Pioneering Naturalists, pp. 448-56, does a better job of listing locations of portraits and other
significant objects.
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Figure S. Charles Bathazar Julie Fevret de Saint-Mémin, Captain Meriwether
Leu/is, 1807, watercolor over graphite on paper. Collection of The New-York
Historical Society (gift ofthe heirs of Hall Park McCullough, accession no.
1971.125)
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Figure 9. Charles Willson Peale,
Meriwether Lewis, from life, 1807,
oil on paper on canvas. Independence National Historic Park,
Philadelphia

Figure l o . Charles Willson Peale, William Clark,
from life, ca. 1807-1808, oil on board, Independence National Historic Park, Philadelphia
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Regrettably, Lewis's many artistic commissions were never combined into the spectacular volumes he envisioned. Even so, his effort
to engage the finest aesthetic dimension for their pages indicates a
strong desire to represent the expedition in its fullest visual form. In
the end, however, the actual published histories and journals of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition were mere shadows of what Lewis had
planned. Most nineteenth-century editions lack illustrations other
than maps, with the notable exception of Patrick Gass's journal. Issued first in 1807, Gass's journal was reissued by Philadelphia publisher Mathew Carey in i8io with six amateurish wood engravings by
an unknown artist (Figures ii-i6). These plates have been reprinted
frequently ever since, even though they were outright inventions. Cutright called them "delightfully preposterous," and Elliott Coues noted
rather diplomatically that "the figures of men, trees, and animals are
notable rather for the mathematical regularity of their lines than for
any approach to 'curves of beauty."'49 These fanciful attempts aside,
49. Cutright, History of the Lewis and Clark Journals, p. 31; Coues, Hisloiy of the Lewis and
Clark Expedilioyi. iicxxi.

Figure n . Anonymous, A Canoe Strikingon a Tree, ca. 1810, engraving, frontispiece
to Patrick Cass, Ajournai of the Voyages and Travels of a Corps of Discovery, under the
Command of Capt. Lewis and Capt. Clarke [sic] (Philadelphia: Mathew Carey, i8io),
Lewis and Clark College Library, Portland, Oregon
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Figure 12. Anonymous, Captains Lewis al Clark holding a Council mth the Indians, ca.
i 8 i o , engraving, from Cas^,Journal of the Voyages and Travels of a Corps of Discovery,
facing p. 26, Lewis and Clark College Library, Portland, Oregon

i
Figure 13. Anonymous, Captain Clark sT his men building a Une of Huts, ca. i 8 i o , engraving, from Cass,Journal of the Voyages and Travels of a Corps of Discovery, facing
p. 60, Lewis and Clark College Library, Portland, Oregon
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Figure 14. Anonymous, Captain Clark and his men shooting Bears, ca. i 8 i o . engraving, from Gass. Journal of the Voyages and Travels of a Corpi of Discovery, facing p. 95,
Lewis and Clark College Library, Portland, Oregon

Figure 15. Anonymous, An American hauing struck a Bear but not killed him, escapes
into a Tree, ca. i 8 i o . engraving, from Gass, Journal of the Voyages and Travels of a
Corps of Discovery, facing p. 239, Levj\s and Clark College Library, Portland, Oregon
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Figure 16. Anonymous, Captain Lewis shooting an Indian, ca. i 8 i o , engraving, from
Cass, Journal ofthe Voyages and Travels of a Corps of Discovery, facing p. 60, Lewis
and Clark College Libra^, Portland, Oregon

unti] modern reproduction techniques facilitated pictorial illustration
at the end of the nineteenth century, most books about the Corps of
Discovery's mission remained lacking in pictorial adornment.
It is easy to criticize Thomas Jefferson, a self-admitted "enthusiast
on the subject ofthe arts," for his omission of an artist in the Corps of
Discovery.50 The president was, after all, an accomplished architect
with a strong visual sense, a collector of illustrated volumes of travel
and exploration, an intimate with artists and the history of art, and he
should have anticipated the need for and value of visual documentation of such an important expedition. At the same time, however, his
sights were on other things, especially, as many have noted, the location of the long-desired Northwest Passage through North America
and the diplomatic relations to be fostered with the American Indians
ofthe Louisiana Purchase region. These issues would have more serious national consequences than even the most thorough artistic por50. Jefferson described himself in these words to James Madison in 1785. Quoted in Dickson, "TH.).' Art Collector," p. 112.
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trayal of the expedition could hope to have. In his preoccupation with
such matters and with the extensive preparations he was directing
(not to mention his other activities as president), he may have simply
overlooked the provision of an artist for the enterprise, or he may have
deemed it impractical considering the hardships the expedition would
encounter on their pathbreaking journey.
In retrospect, the most immediate, and in some ways lasting, artistic impact of the Lewis and Clark Expedition may have been Titian
Peale's participation in the Long Expedition in 1819, which began the
long and fruitful tradition of federal exploration art. Intimately aware
of the complications the lack of an artist had meant to the earlier mission, Charles Willson Peale lobbied Secretary of War John C. Calhoun
for his youngest son's appointment during a portrait session in Washington late in i8i8.î' Just a few months later, after Titian had secured
the position (and unaware that artist Samuel Seymour would also accompany the party), Rembrandt Peale wrote his brother: "I suspect
you will be the only Draughtsman. I therefore recommend you to
practise [sic] immediately sketching from nature—I know how well
you draw when you have the object placed quietly before you—but if
you practice Sketching from human figures as well as animals &
trees: Hills, Cataracts &c you will be able to present us with many a
Curious & interesting representation. .. , Make drawings of the Indians in their warrior dresses—these will be infinitely more interesting
than if made from the dresses put on white men afterwards. Cive us
some accurate drawings of their habitations. I have never Seen one
that was decently finished, "5^ If only these instructions could have
been given to some eager young artist preparing to accompany the
Corps of Discovery in 1803, How much more vivid our image of their
achievements might have been!
51. Charles Willson Peale reported in a letter to his son Rubens, "Mr. Calhoun told me that
he would write to Major Long about Titian's going on the expidition [sic] up the Missourie"
(Lillian B. Miller, ed., Tiie Selected Papers of Charles Willson Peale and His Family, Vol. y. The

Belfield Farm Years. 1810-1820 [New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1988], p. 666; see
also-pp. 66yn.$. 668-69).
52. Rembrandt Peale to Titian Peale, 26 Mar. 1819, ibid., pp. 706-7.
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